
TIGER 1200 
ACCESSORIES
An incredible range of accessories are 
available to make the Tiger 1200 your own.
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TIGER 1200
KEY ACCESSORIES 

1  HEATED PASSENGER SEAT 2  HEATED RIDER SEAT  

3  HANDGUARDS 4  LED FOG LIGHTS 

5  ALUMINUM  SKID PLATE 6  ENGINE PROTECTION BARS  

7  ARROW SLIP-ON
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EXPEDITION PANNIER 
WATERPROOF INNER BAGS
A9500519
These high quality Waterproof Inner Bags are 
constructed from durable waterproof nylon to keep 
your luggage dry inside your Tiger's Expedition 
Aluminum Panniers. Also includes dual carry handles 
and a detachable padded shoulder strap for functional 
transportation. Designed to feature a transparent 
window for use with the tank bag's map pocket.

EXPEDITION PANNIER CARRY HANDLE
A9500665
Convenient padded Pannier Carry Handles for easy 
transportation of the Expedition Aluminum Panniers 
when not mounted to your Triumph bike. 
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EXPEDITION PANNIER MOUNTING KIT
A9508193 
Expedition Panniers Mounting Kit constructed from 18mm 
diameter mild steel tubing. This is a hard-wearing kit that is 
electrophoretic coated for corrosion resistance, with black 
powder coated finish for durability. 
 
*All Models

SLIDING CARRIAGE KIT (EXPEDITION)
A2353440
High quality bespoke Triumph-branded Sliding Carriage Kit 
designed for installation of the Expedition Aluminum Top 
Box. Allows lateral movement of the Top Box assembly to 
ensure handling is not affected, even when fully loaded. 
 
*All Models

EXPEDITION TOP BOX 
WATERPROOF INNER BAG
A9500521
High quality Top Box Waterproof Inner Bag, with roll top 
sealing for use with the Expedition Top Box. Constructed 
from waterproof and durable nylon, with welded seams 
throughout and robust nylon clips for added protection 
against bad weather. Includes convenient dual carry 
handles with padded sections and a detachable padded 
shoulder strap for functional transportation.

EXPEDITION TOP BOX CARRY HANDLE
A9500666
Convenient padded Top Box Carry Handle to  
facilitate the transportation of the Expedition  
Top Box when not mounted to your Triumph bike.

EXPEDITION TOP BOX 
The robust and durable water-resistant Expedition Aluminum Top Box is made from a 1.5mm thick single-skin 
aluminum structure, with polymer corner reinforcements for enhanced protection and dynamic mounting assembly 
to ensure performance levels are not compromised even when fully loaded. Each Expedition Top Box has a 
capacity of 42 liters. Includes added security of a "one key" locking mechanism to match your bike's ignition.

EXPEDITION PANNIER KIT 
The robust and durable water-resistant Expedition Aluminum Panniers are made from a 
1.5mm thick single-skin aluminum structure, with polymer corner reinforcements for enhanced 
protection. Each pannier has a capacity of 37 liters and utilizes a quick-release removal mechanism. 
The panniers also feature a "one key" locking mechanism, using the bike's ignition key.

SILVER  A9500600 

*XR Model only

SILVER KL MODELS A9500800 
*Models with keyless ignition

BLACK  A9500601 
*XR Model only

BLACK KL MODELS A9500805 
*Models with keyless ignition

SILVER  A9500530  
*XR Model only

SILVER KL MODELS A9500810 
*Models with keyless ignition

BLACK A9500682 
*XR Model only

BLACK KL MODELS A9500815  
*Models with keyless ignition
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SLIDING CARRIAGE KIT (ADVENTURE)
A9508171
Bespoke Triumph Sliding Carriage Kit designed to 
allow installation of the Adventure Top Box. Allows 
lateral movement of the Top Box assembly to ensure 
handling is not affected, even when fully loaded.

INNER BAG, 28L (ADVENTURE)
A9500522
Fully waterproof Top Box Inner Bag featuring  
roll top sealing with robust nylon clips.  
Welded seams throughout for weatherproofing. 
Capacity of 28 liters for those long adventure rides.

ADVENTURE PANNIER 
WATERPROOF INNER BAGS
A9500518
High quality inner bags 
designed for use with the 
Tigers' Adventure luggage 
range. Constructed from 
durable, high quality nylon, 
these waterproof inner bags 
are the perfect complement  
to the Adventure Panniers 
and feature dual carry handles 
and a detachable padded 
shoulder strap. Finished in 
high quality graphite or black.

ADVENTURE TAIL BAG
A9510170
Bespoke Adventure Tail Bag offering a huge 50-liter 
capacity. Manufactured from polyurethane and high 
quality fabrics, this luggage features Triumph branded 
zip pulls, reversed zip tracks, fully lined base and 
comes complete with detachable mounting straps.

ADVENTURE TOP BOX
A9500749
Our robust, waterproof Adventure Top Box features a large 35-liter capacity and an internal power supply. 
 
*XR Model only

WATERPROOF ROLL BAG
A9511051
Fully waterproof Triumph Roll Bag offering up to 40 liters 
of carrying capacity. Featuring roll top sealing with robust 
nylon clips and welded seams throughout. Twin dual-
purpose carry handles double as compression straps when 
in use. The Roll Bag also features a padded shoulder strap.

ADVENTURE PANNIER KIT 
A9508184
Bespoke Triumph luggage system featuring "one key" locking mechanism. Twin-skin injection molded construction, 
with branded brushed aluminum fascia and fully weatherproof construction for the ultimate in adventure 
luggage. Dynamic mounting assembly ensures performance levels are not compromised even when fully loaded. 
Side opening offering 62 liters of luggage carrying capacity (can accommodate one full face helmet).

*XR Model only

ADVENTURE PANNIER MOUNTING KIT
A9508194
Pannier Mounting Kit required for 
the correct fitting of the Adventure 
Panniers. Allows lateral movement 
of the panniers to ensure handling 
is not affected, even when  
fully loaded.  
 
*All Models

QUICK RELEASE TANK BAG KIT
A9510413
An expandable 15-18L capacity tank bag with Givi®  
quick-release mechanism for rider convenience.  
The tank mounted mechanism maintains full access to 
the fuel cap without the need to remove for easy riding 
with or without the bag fitted. It also features an integral 
clear phone pocket for use with navigation devices.

KL MODELS A9501270 

*Models with keyless ignition

KL MODELS A9500748 

*Models with keyless ignition
 PHONE HOLDER KIT 

A convenient quick-release mobile phone holder 
that features a multi-adjustable bracket so it can 
be mounted to the handlebar. The Phone Holder Kit 
comes complete with an anti-glare visor, touch screen 
compatible window and cable port. It has a splash 
resistant design and includes an additional rain cover.
Offered in various sizes to fit a range of devices.

5.5x3.5 INCHES  A9510289

6.2x3.9 INCHES  A9510290 

2.7x5.1 INCHES  A9510291 
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ARROW SLIP-ON EXHAUST 
A9600831
Made in conjunction with Arrow Special Parts, this Slip-On Exhaust features a lightweight titanium wrap body and 
carbon end cap and strap, offering a 2kg weight saving over the standard exhaust and a 10% increase in flow.

*Standard on XCA and XRT Models

EASY SHIFT KIT
A9778508
 
*Standard on XCA and XRT Models

HEATED RIDER SEAT 
A9700610
This thermostatically-controlled bespoke Heated Rider Seat 
is a must for any serious touring or cold climate use. 
 
*Standard on XCA and XRT Models

HEATED PASSENGER SEAT
A9708367
This thermostatically-controlled bespoke Heated Passenger 
Seat is a must for any serious touring or cold climate use. 
 
*Standard on XCA and XRT Models

LOW HEATED RIDER SEAT
A9700612
This thermostatically-controlled 
bespoke Low Heated Rider Seat 
offers lower seat position setting 
than standard for reduced reach 
to the ground. A must for serious 
touring or colder environments.

LOW RIDER SEAT
A2305568
Low Rider Seat unit offers optimum 
comfort and style to your Triumph's 
ride. Approximately 20mm lower 
compared with the original 
standard part, features vinyl and 
fabric cover, contrasting stitch 
detail, and 3D-mesh inserts to 
ensure it looks as good as it feels. 
 
*Standard on XRX Low Model

HIGH RIDER SEAT
A2305549
High Rider Seat unit offers optimum comfort and style  
to your Tiger's ride. Features vinyl and fabric cover,  
contrasting stitch detail, and 3D-mesh inserts to  
ensure it feels as good as it looks.  
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

• 3D net ensures optimum weight distribution and fatigue relief

• 20mm increase in seat height overstandard for improved leg room

EXPEDITION TOP BOX BACKREST PAD
A9500532
Triumph-branded two-piece 
molded passenger Backrest 
Pads custom designed to mount 
directly onto the Expedition 
Aluminum Top Box. Features two 
separate cushioned panels to 
ensure superb ergonomics and 
optimum comfort during the ride.

ADVENTURE TOP BOX BACKREST PAD
A9500514
Triumph-branded two-piece 
molded passenger Backrest 
Pads custom designed to mount 
directly onto the Adventure 
Top Box. Features two separate 
cushioned panels to ensure 
superb ergonomics and optimum 
comfort during the ride.
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 SHIFTER PEG KIT
A9778027
Hard-wearing forged aluminum Gear Pedal featuring 
a folding peg with oversized rubber grip.

 CNC-MACHINED FOOTRESTS
A9770038
CNC-machined from aerospace grade 7075 T6 
aluminum, these anodized footrests offer a 
wider footprint for a more stable platform when 
riding on unforgiving, adventurous terrain.

 HAND GUARD KIT      
A9708804

 SUMP GUARD KIT
A9708482

 ENGINE DRESSER BARS
A9788017 

 FUEL TANK PAD
A9790030

ENGINE DRESSER BARS
A9788062

RADIATOR GUARD KIT 
A9708282

FORK PROTECTORS
A9640179 

HEADLIGHT PROTECTION KIT
A9838007

MUDGUARD EXTENSION KIT 
A9708362

HEADLIGHT PROTECTION KIT
A9830108

Heavy-gauge brushed aluminum 
Sump Guard designed to protect the 
sump and underside of the bike from 
the impacts associated with off-road 
riding. Featuring drilled sections for 
a lightweight, competition look and 
premium Triumph logo branding. 
Includes all required hardware for 
correct fitting. 
 
*Standard on XCX and XCA models

High quality Hand Guard Kit 
manufactured from durable 
molded nylon. Wind tunnel 
tested for optimum performance, 
these Hand Guards reduce wind 
resistance. 
 
*Standard on XRx, XRx Low, 
XCx, and XCA Models

Fabricated stainless steel 
Triumph Engine Bars 
constructed from 22mm 
steel tube for optimum 
strength. Supplied complete 
with all mounting hardware.

Robust stainless steel mesh  
Radiator Guard offering  
protection from stones and  
debris. This Radiator Guard is  
designed to ensure vital air  
flow so the radiator is not 
compromised. Features stylish 
Triumph logo branding.  

A set of CNC-Machined 
Fork Protectors that 
feature anodized aluminum 
spacers with laser-etched 
detailing and acetyl sliders. 
Designed to protect fork 
legs in the event of a fall.

An injection molded 
Headlight Protection Kit  
for off-road use only. 
 
*XR Model only

An injection molded 
Mudguard Extension that 
offers greater protection 
from spray and debris.

An injection molded Headlight  
Protection Kit for off-road use only. 
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
• Quick-release fitment for easy transition 

from off-road to road riding

• Suitable for LED headlights

 
 

Larger size fabricated steel  
Triumph Engine Bars finished  
in durable textured black  
powder coat finish.  
Manufactured from 22mm 
steel tube for optimum strength.  
Supplied complete with all  
mounting hardware. 
 
*Standard on XCX and XCA models

Self-adhesive, durable, 
rubber Fuel Tank Pad.  
Ideal for protecting 
the tank from zip 
scuffs and wear.

HEATED GRIPS KIT
A9638124
A set of bespoke, slim-line dual temperature Heated Grips.  
Internally wired for neat installation. Required switch kit 
sold separately. 
 
*Standard on XRx, XRx Low, XCx, and XCA Models

HIGH WINDSCREEN KIT
A9708389
A taller polycarbonate windscreen 
offering the rider increased wind 
protection over the standard screen.

SUMMER WINDSCREEN KIT
A9708435
A shorter polycarbonate screen 
allowing increased airflow to reach 
the rider. Perfect for summer 
riding or hotter climates.
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GPS MOUNT KIT
A9828035

 SWITCH POD FOR HEATED ACCESSORIES
A9638173

 TPMS KIT
A9640169

 TPMS KIT
A9640171

 LED FOGLAMPS  
A9838250

High quality switch pod 
to facilitate mounting 
of both the Dual 
Temperature Heated Grip 
and the Foglamp Kit.

High performance dual fog lamp kit featuring high power 
Philips Luxeon Z LEDs, drilled and brushed marine grade 
aluminum shields and mounted with pressed brackets.  
Fully waterproof illuminated push button for ease of  
use even in the most testing of conditions.  
Please note: Required switch sold separately. 
 
*Standard on XRT and XCA Models

A Tire Pressure Monitoring 
System to measure front and 
rear tire pressures, which 
are then displayed on the 
instrument panel of your 
Triumph motorcycle.  
 
*XR, XRX and XRT Models Only

A Tire Pressure Monitoring 
System to measure front 
and rear tire pressures, 
which are then displayed 
on the instrument panel of 
your Triumph motorcycle. 
 
*XCX and XCA Models Only

High quality CNC-machined,  
bespoke GPS Mounting Kit  
designed for use with  
Garmin Zumo 660  
Navigation systems.  
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
• Includes secure mounting bracket 

• Robust aluminum construction

• Anodized black finish

 ETCHED VALVE CAP
A pair of aluminum valve caps featuring a laser-etched 
Triumph logo. Available in chrome and black finishes. 

 BUBBLE VALVE CAP 
A pair of aluminum valve caps featuring a black resin 
Triumph logo badge. Available in chrome or black finishes.

CHROME  A2009006

BLACK  A2009036

CHROME  A2009007 

BLACK  A2009037

ALARM KIT
A9808122

U-LOCK
A9810024

DISC LOCK
A9810022

BATTERY OPTIMIZER
A9930412

CONNECTION LEAD
A9930415

ADAPTOR LEAD
A9930416

AUXILIARY POWER SOCKET KIT
A9828005

Automatic Battery 
Optimizer for lead 
acid batteries.

An optimate Adaptor 
Lead to be used in 
conjunction with the 
Triumph Battery Optimizer.

Thatcham-approved (Category 1) bespoke alarm immobilizer 
system developed in conjunction with Datatool.  
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
• Designed to be installed while ensuring  

the integrity of the Triumph wiring harness

• Vibration resistant construction

A high quality 320mm U-lock for the ultimate bike security.


